Magnetite is both a common inorganic rock-forming mineral and a biogenic product formed by a diversity of organisms. Magnetotactic bacteria produce intracellular magnetites of high purity and crystallinity (magnetosomes) arranged in linear chains of crystals. Magnetosomes and their fossils (magnetofossils) have been identified using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in sediments dating back to f 510 -570 Ma, and possibly in 4 Ga carbonates in Martian meteorite ALH84001. We present the results from two rock magnetic analyses-the low-temperature Moskowitz test and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)-applied to dozens of samples of magnetite and other materials. The magnetites in these samples are of diverse composition, size, shape, and origin: biologically induced (extracellular), biologically controlled (magnetosomes and chiton teeth), magnetofossil, synthetic, and natural inorganic. We confirm that the Moskowitz test is a distinctive indicator for magnetotactic bacteria and provide the first direct experimental evidence that this is accomplished via sensitivity to the magnetosome chain structure. We also demonstrate that the FMR spectra of four different strains of magnetotactic bacteria and a magnetofossil-bearing carbonate have a form distinct from all other samples measured in this study. We suggest that this signature also results from the magnetosomes' unique arrangement in chains. Because FMR can rapidly identify samples with large fractions of intact, isolated magnetosome chains, it could be a powerful tool for identifying magnetofossils in sediments. D
Introduction
Intracellular biomineralization of magnetite is a biochemical process used by bacteria, protists, and animals. Its fossil remains have been reported in sediments as old as the f 510-570 Ma Nama Group [1] and tentatively identified in the f 1.9 Ga Gunflint Chert [1] . Understanding the evolution of magnetotaxis is of great interest for many different reasons. First, magnetotactic bacteria are the most primitive known organisms that produce biominerals under strict genetic control. Thus, their evolution may be intimately tied to the rise of biomineralization in the Proterozoic era. Second, the magnetosome membrane structure is, with the possible exception of the acidocalcisome [2] , the only known membrane-bound organelle yet found in prokaryotes, leading some to suggest that magnetotactic bacteria might be the ancestral eukaryote [3] . Thirdly, magnetofossils 4 billion years old, potentially the oldest known fossil of any kind, have also been reported from carbonates in the Martian meteorite ALH84001 [4] [5] [6] [7] , although this claim remains highly contentious. Although it is clear that magnetite biomineralization is an ancient process, its time of origin and mode of evolution are poorly known because of the extreme paucity of identified pre-Cenozoic fossils.
The magnetofossil record is largely uncharacterized because of the difficulty of identifying these tiny, submicron objects rather than their intrinsic absence in the fossil record. Past techniques for identification of bacterial magnetofossils have relied on the use of particle extraction followed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the extracted magnetic subfractions [1, 6, 7] . Because these techniques are time-consuming and fairly complex, they are not capable of screening large volumes of sediments for magnetofossils. In this study, we present several techniques capable of rapidly identifying magnetofossil-rich samples.
This work focuses on two magnetic methods. The first is the low-temperature field cooling and zerofield cooling method originally developed by Moskowitz et al. [8, 9] . This ''Moskowitz test'' is thought to be sensitive to the presence of magnetosome chain structures like those produced by the magnetotactic bacteria which have unique low-temperature magnetic behavior. The second and central focus of this paper is ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), which senses the magnetic anisotropy of samples. The goals of this study were to (a) to experimentally verify that the Moskowitz test is sensitive to the chain structure of magnetosomes, and (b) determine whether FMR can provide a robust diagnostic for the presence of magnetofossils in natural samples.
Samples
A complete list of samples used for this study is given in Tables 1 and 2 . Five classes of previously well-characterized samples were analyzed: biologically controlled magnetite, magnetofossil-bearing carbonates, biologically induced magnetite, synthetic oxides, and natural inorganic samples.
Biologically controlled magnetite
Biologically controlled magnetites are biominerals produced under strict genetic control. They are highly ordered crystals with only minor nonstoichiometry and sizes confined to an extremely narrow single domain (SD) size distribution ( f 30-100 nm) [10] . The biologically controlled magnetites measured in this study were from four different strains of magnetotactic bacteria and from radula of the Polyplacophoran molluscs (the chitons). The Chiton teeth, extracted from Cryptochiton stelleri, contain polycrystalline three-dimensional magnetostatically interacting assemblages of magnetites [11] used as hardening agent for their major lateral teeth. Our bacterial samples were freeze-dried whole cells of Magnetospirillum magnetotacticum MS-1, Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1, MV-1, and MC-1, all of which produce intracellular magnetite chains for navigation but are members of widely divergent phylogenetic lineages [12, 13] . We also analysed a sample Old MS-1, which was partly oxidized during its 4 years of exposure to air on our laboratory shelf. The magnetosomes MS-1 and AMB-1 are equant while those of MV-1 and MC-1 have an axis of elongation oriented along that of the chain. Although the individual crystals within a given chain are strongly interacting, the magnetosome chains in bacterial cultures do not interact magnetostatically with one another because of the large ( f 1 Am) size of the cells that surround them.
We also analyzed samples of these bacteria after having lysed (broken apart) their magnetosome chains in two different ways. First, cells were resuspended in a Tris -HCl buffered solution containing SDS (a lysing agent). Our low-temperature rock magnetic experiments (data not shown) later demonstrated that these samples did not undergo a strong Verwey transition, implying that this lysing method oxidized the magnetosome crystals. Following this failure, we made a second attempt to lyse AMB-1 in which we sonicated the cells in a HEPES buffered solution containing a reductant (h-mercaptoethanol) prior to treating the cells with SDS. The Moskowitz test on this Lysed AMB-1 exhibited a sharp Verwey transition at 106 K, the same temperature as that of the whole cells (Fig. 1b,c) , conclusively demonstrating (see Section 3.1) that the lysed magnetosome chains were not oxidized. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that magnetosome chains have been lysed without concomitantly altering the mineralogy of the individual crystals.
Magnetofossil-bearing carbonates
We analyzed three carbonate samples-Clino 985V0W, Clino 993V1W, and Clino 991V0W-from the Clino core drilled through the Great Bahama Bank carbonate platform [14] . The numbering of each sample indicates its original depth in feet (V) and inches (W) below the mud pit datum (which was 23.6V above the sea level datum). Clino 991V0W was previously studied by McNeill and Kirschvink [15] , who found that it contained intact magnetofossil chains using anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) acquisition and direct TEM imaging experiments. ARM data on core sections from these depths [15] suggest that f 10% of the magnetites in our three samples are in the form of intact, isolated chains.
Biologically induced magnetite
Biologically induced magnetites are extracellularly produced biominerals that do not crystallize under strict genetic control and typically form as a consequence of iron reduction for energy generation. They are usually poorly crystalline, impure, and extremely fine-grained, mostly in the superparamagnetic (SP) size range (diameters < 30 nm), with a few known examples of SD grains. We analyzed the predominantly SP magnetites produced by the dissimilatory iron-reducing bacteria Geobacter metallireducens GS-15 [16] , Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 [12] , and Shewanella alga NV-1 [17] . We also studied the extracellular SP and SD magnetites from the thermophilic dissimilatory iron-reducing bacterium Thermoanaerobacter ethanolicus TOR-39 [18] . Finally, we analyzed fine-grained magnetites from Thermoanaerobacter X514 [19] and the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrobaculum islandicum [20] . All of these biologically induced magnetites are densely clumped and are strongly magnetostatically interacting.
Synthetic oxides
Our synthetic magnetites are laboratory-grown aqueous precipitates. Syn Devouard, described by Devouard et al. [21] , consists of mostly euhedral SD and SP octahedra with a lognormal size distribution extending up to pseudo single domain (PSD) crystal lengths of 170 nm. Toda 1, TMB-100, Syn A, and Syn C are magnetostatically interacting magnetites with equant shapes produced by the Toda Industrial company using an undisclosed variant of standard wet methods [22] . Our TEM and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images (not shown) show that Toda 1 contains SD to PSD ( f 150 -200 nm) magnetites with cubic habit, while TMB-100 and Syn A contain predominantly octahedral crystals of diameter 80-200 and 200 -300 nm, respectively, with occasional intergrown masses with diameters of thousands of nanometers. Our FE-SEM images of Syn C show that it is composed of crystals with cubic habit f 80 nm in diameter, also occasionally intergrown. These data suggest that Syn A contains predominantly PSD and multidomain (MD) crystals, while TMB-100 and Syn C contain a mixture of SD, PSD, and MD crystals. This is consistent with our 298 K hysteresis data (not shown) which measured saturation remanence to saturation magnetization ratios for Syn A, TMB-100, and Syn C of M rs /M s = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.2, and bulk coercivities of H c = 10, 16, and 12 mT, respectively.
We also measured several previously well-characterized powders containing elongate SD crystals: MO-2230 (50 Â 300 nm maghemite crystals manufactured by Pfizer), HHO-281 ( f 40 Â 570 nm maghemite crystals manufactured by Hercules), and MO -4232 (90 Â 600 nm magnetite crystals manufac- tured by Pfizer). Finally, we measured two powdered samples of pure, synthetic, acicular SD goethite crystallites (0.25 -0.5 Am diameter and with axial ratios of f 0.1): Goethite TD (produced by A. Kappler and T. Daniels) and Goethite Pfizer (manufactured by Pfizer). All of our magnetite and maghemite (but not goethite) powders are strongly magnetostatically interacting.
Natural inorganic samples
We studied a variety of natural inorganic mineral and rock powders mainly drawn from hand samples in the Caltech Teaching Collection. Our Inorganic maghemite, Big magnetite, Inorganic goethite, and Hematite samples were MD, MD, SD, and SD powders, respectively. We also analyzed an Ilmenite powder. Our 298 K hysteresis data (not shown) on the Anorthoclase powder measured M rs /M s = 0.09 and H c = 7 mT, indicating that it contains predominantly PSD grains. Magnetite was also extracted with a magnet from a Soil from Pasadena, CA. The Lambertville plagioclase is a mineral separate from the Lambertville diabase containing SD magnetite with uniaxial anisotropy [23] . The Basalt sample is from a Hawaii Scientific Drilling Project core through the Kilauea volcano containing predominantly PSD magnetite and titanomagnetite [24] .
Methods

The Moskowitz test and hysteresis loops
The Moskowitz test and hysteresis loops were measured on a wide variety of samples from each of the classes described in Section 2. These data were taken with a Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS) housed at the Beckman Institute at Caltech. This instrument is a SQUID gradiometer that measures the moments of < f 1 cm 3 samples at temperatures from 1.8 to >300 K while immersed in fields from < 0.2 mT to 5.5 T. Hysteresis loops [25, 26] , in which the sample's magnetization is measured as a function of applied field, were used to confirm the crystal size and mineralogy of selected samples as a control for interpreting the Moskowitz test and FMR data.
Low-temperature magnetometry permits observations of remanence transitions and changes in magnetization intensity with temperature. Of particular interest is magnetite's f 125 K Verwey transition, in which it converts from a high-temperature cubic phase to a low-temperature monoclinic phase. The actual transition temperature is depressed below this value for magnetites with even small amounts of impurities and/or which have been even slightly oxidized. In particular, no Verwey transition will occur for oxidized magnetites with Fe 3 À y O 4 with y>0.035 or impure magnetites with Fe 3 À x Z x O 4 for x>0.039 for a wide range of impurities Z including Zn, Ti, Al, Mg, Co, Ni, and Ga [27 -29] . In this way, the Verwey transition temperature is a sensitive compositional indicator. Here, we precisely estimated the Verwey transition temperature of each sample from our low-temperature data by determining the temperature at which the derivative of the sample's moment with respect to temperature, dM/dT, is at a maximum.
In sensing the Verwey transition, the Moskowitz test appears to be a robust indicator of the presence or absence of magnetotactic bacteria [8, 30] and also ensures the purity of magnetite in the sample. A series of studies have argued that the test is able to identify these bacteria via its sensitivity both to the magnetosome chain structure [8, 9] and also possibly to minor non-stoichiometry of the crystals [30, 32] , both of which strongly influence the amount of demagnetization that occurs at the Verwey transition.
Following previously described protocols [8] , our Moskowitz test consisted of two sets of measurements on each sample: field-cool (FC) and zero-field-cool (ZFC). In both cases, we measured the moment of the sample as it was progressively warmed from 10 to 300 K. FC data were taken after the sample had been previously cooled from 300 K to 10 K in a saturating (5.0 T) field that was then quenched to < 0.2 mT at 10 K. ZFC data were taken after the sample had been previously cooled from 300 to 10 K (after having quenched the magnet at 300 K); before beginning the measurements, this was followed by momentary exposure to a saturating (5.0 T) field at 10 K which was then quenched to < 0.2 mT. The degree to which the FC and ZFC curves diverge below the Verwey transition was quantified by Moskowitz et al. [8] using the ratio
is the moment measured at temperature T following either FC or ZFC treatment. Empirically, they found that only whole cells of magnetotactic bacteria have
Ferromagnetic resonance
Our primary use for FMR is as a sensor of the magnetic anisotropy of ferromagnetic materials. In FMR, a sample is immersed in a DC magnetic field and exposed to microwaves. Due to the Zéeman effect, the sample can absorb this energy with the amount of absorption depending on the strength of the applied and any internal magnetic fields. Despite its maturity as a magnetic technique, FMR has never to our knowledge been used to systematically study the magnetism of microbially mediated ferromagnetic minerals [33] . Our FMR measurements were conducted at X-band (9.3 GHz) with Bruker ESP 300E EPR Spectrometers housed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and at Caltech. Most samples were analyzed at both room temperature and again at 77 K. The raw data ( Fig. 2) are presented as the derivative of the absorption with respect to magnetic field, dI/dB (ordinate), as a function of applied field B (abscissa).
Because of the large number of samples measured in this study, we classified the FMR spectra of each using three parameters: the polycrystalline effective g-factor, g eff , the linewidth (DB and DB FWHM ), and the asymmetry ratio, A (see Fig. 2a ). These FMR parameters and their relationship to the underlying physical properties of the samples are discussed in the Supplementary Information. The linewidth parameters are defined in Fig. 2a . In our definition, g eff = ht/ bB eff , where h is Planck's constant, t is the spectrometer frequency, and B eff is the position of the peak of the absorption curve (synonymous with the zero crossing of d I/d B; see Fig. 2a ). Our asymmetry parameter is defined as A = DB high /DB low , where DB high and DB low are defined in Fig. 2a. 
Results
Moskowitz test
During the course of the Moskowitz tests (Fig. 1) , only our SD and larger magnetite-bearing samples exhibited sharp Verwey transitions. That AMB-1's Verwey transition occurs at 104 F 2 K demonstrates that its magnetosomes are nearly unoxidized (composition Fe 3 À y O 4 for y < 0.013) and close to stoichiometric in composition (Fe 3 À x Z x O 4 with x V0.02 -0.012 for a wide range of impurities Z) (see Section 3.1). Aside from effects associated with the Verwey transition, all of our magnetite-bearing samples except AMB-1 have FC and ZFC curves that rise steeply with decreasing temperature, indicating that these samples contain varying subfractions of SP grains (diameters of f < 30 nm). AMB-1's magnetization curves are relatively flat above and below the Verwey transition ( Fig. 1) , demonstrating how magnetotactic bacteria produce an unusually restricted SD size distribution of magnetites.
Only intact cells of magnetotactic bacteria strains MS-1, MV-1, and MV-2 strains are known to have d FC /d ZFC >2 [8] . However, there has yet been no direct experimental proof that this unique feature results from the chain structure rather than from the magnetosomes' other distinctive properties (e.g., their elongate shape, purity, crystallographic perfection, and tight size distribution). Our only sample with d FC /d ZFC >2 are the AMB-1 whole cells (d FC /d ZFC = 5.6), with the next largest being the elongate magnetites of the Lambertville plagioclase (which had d FC /d ZFC = 1.7, close to a previous measurement on this sample [9] ). These features are not shared by the Old MS-1 Fig. 2 . Ferromagnetic resonance spectra from selected samples. Shown is the first derivative of the X-band (9.3 GHz) power absorption with respect to the intensity of the applied DC field B, plotted as a function of B. Measurements on each sample were taken at both 298 K (bold symbols) and with a few exceptions, again at 77 K (small symbols, when data are available). In (a), we show the absorption (integral of the first derivative data) in bold, light grey symbols, marked with the linewidths DB and DB FWHM , low-field linewidth DB low , high-field linewidth DB high , and field of peak absorption B eff . Fig. 1d) , all of which are characteristic of partly maghemitized magnetosome chains (see [8] ).
Because the Moskowitz test has never been applied to AMB-1 before, these data provide additional support for the power of the test as an indicator of magnetotactic bacteria. More interestingly, this is also the first application of the Moskowitz test to unoxidized magnetosomes from lysed chains. [30] ).
Although the FC and ZFC magnetization curves of S. oneidensis MR-1 experienced sharp drops in remanence as the sample warmed up from 10 K, neither curve exhibits an obvious Verwey transition. Both of these features indicate that the sample contains predominantly SP grains, consistent with previous data [12] . The MR-1 FC and ZFC data are very similar to that previously measured on the SP magnetites in GS-15 [8] . The only other sample which showed a strong Verwey transition is the Lambertville plagioclase (discussed above) and the Anorthoclase. The Inorganic Goethite and the synthetic magnetites did not exhibit strong Verwey transitions, had d FC /d ZFC f 1, and had FC curves lying above their ZFC curves at all temperatures, all properties previously observed for goethites, PSD magnetites, and/or magnetites coated with SP maghemite [34 -36] .
Among our three Clino samples, only Clino 993V1W showed a Verwey transition (Fig. 1e,f) , although other subsamples from these core depths do exhibit the transition (B. Moskowitz, personal communication). The other two Clino samples had FC curves lying above their ZFC curves at all temperatures. Clino 993V1Ws transition was not sharp and occurred at 114 K along with a second weaker transition at 95 K, consistent with it containing a mixture of relatively pure magnetite and partially oxidized magnetites. Despite the presence of intact magnetosome chains in all three Clino samples, they only had d FC /d ZFC = 0.9 -1.2. In essence, the Moskowitz test was unable to detect the presence of magnetofossils in these samples. The suppressed Verwey transitions and the divergence between the FC and ZFC curves strongly indicate that this failure is probably the result of partial maghemitization of the magnetites in the samples, which has confounded previous attempts [34, 37] 
Ferromagnetic resonance
FMR spectra of fine-particle magnetic materials are influenced by a wide variety of factors, including the sizes of the ferromagnetic crystals, the distance between the ferromagnetic crystals in the sample, mineralogy and composition, crystal habit, and magnetic anisotropy. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of the details of each of the FMR spectra presented here. Rather, the goal of the present work is to survey a wide variety of samples to determine whether biogenic magnetites have any distinctive FMR properties by which they can be readily identified. As we show below, magnetotactic bacteria, in fact, do have an unusual FMR spectrum that we suggest is a reflection of the magnetosome chain structure.
FMR data: general observations
Selected FMR absorption spectra taken at room temperature and 77 K are presented in Fig. 2 , while the FMR parameters measured on all samples are summarized in Fig. 3 and Table 2 . Unless explicitly mentioned, our comments below refer to the roomtemperature spectra only.
All magnetite-bearing samples have linewidths within the range predicted for magnetite (see Supplementary Information). The biologically induced magnetites as a group have the smallest linewidths, g eff closest to the true g-factor for magnetite (2.12), and the most symmetric lineshapes. Furthermore, their 77 K spectra all have broader linewidths and higher g eff than the room-temperature spectra. All of these features are consistent with our expectation that other than TOR-39, the biologically induced samples have extremely small (mostly SP) grain sizes with diameters f < 30 nm (see Supplementary  Information) . Two of these samples-TOR-39 and MR-1-have linewidths that exceed the magnetocrystalline-anisotropy-determined minimum value for SD magnetite (94 mT; see Supplementary Information), consistent with our expectation that additional broadening should arise from inter-particle magnetostatic interactions.
The powdered and pure polycrystalline samples that have strong saturation magnetizations (the synthetic and natural inorganic magnetites and maghemites, the Chiton, and Lysed AMB-1) as a group have the largest linewidths, most extended highfield absorption (largest A) and largest g eff . All three of these parameters have values well above those expected for weakly interacting SD equidimensional samples of magnetite and maghemite (see Supplementary Information). This is a direct manifestation of the strong magnetostatic interactions in these samples which dominate the FMR spectra. For the Inorganic maghemite, an additional factor responsible for these FMR properties are domain effects in the sample's PSD-to-MD-sized crystals [38] . In general, multidomain effects lead to an FMR peak below 1/3l 0 M s , which equals 160 mT for maghemite (see Supplementary  Information) .
The Lambertville plagioclase is dominated by a sharp resonance at g = 4.3 whose intensity varies Fig. 3 . Summary of room-temperature ferromagnetic resonance spectra from all samples measured. Shown are the asymmetry factor, A = DB high / DB low , plotted as a function of the effective g-factor, g eff . DB low and DB high are respectively the linewidths on the low-field and high-field side at half of the peak absorption in the integrated spectrum. The field at which peak absorption occurs, B eff , is inversely proportional to g eff . The boxed region is shown magnified at the upper right. Data used to make this figure are listed in Table 2 inversely with temperature, characteristic of paramagnetic Fe 3 + in plagioclase [39] . This is so intense that it strongly overprints the FMR signature of its exsolved magnetites (which instead control the hysteresis loops). The rest of the natural inorganic magnetitebearing samples (other than the Basalt) have large DB, g eff H2, A>1 (extended high-field absorption), and have high-field minima close to 1/3l 0 M s for magnetite ( f 200 mT), consistent with the fact that these are MD samples. As expected, our PSD samples-like the Basalt and synthetic magnetites-have g eff intermediate between that of these MD samples and the SP biologically induced magnetites.
All of the magnetotactic bacteria (whole cells), the Old MS-1, and one of the magnetofossil-bearing carbonates have room-temperature FMR spectra distinct from all of the rest of our samples. Firstly, they are our only magnetite samples (other than, marginally, X514 and MO -4232) with extended low-field absorption (A < 1). Secondly, they are our only samples that show secondary absorption peaks and/or ripple structure on the low field side of the peak absorption. Finally, the magnetotactic bacteria are our only magnetite samples that have g eff below 2.12 (while all three of the carbonates have some of the lowest g eff among the rest of the sample suite). All three of these properties-A < 1, g eff < 2.12, and secondary low-field absorption peaks-are not expected for SD magnetite dominated by its natural magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This is because room-temperature FMR spectra of SD magnetite crystals have been found to display a spectral asymmetry characteristic of K 1 < 0 [40] . Minerals dominated by weak first order cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy with K 1 < 0 have Table 2 : For each spectrum, we report effective g-factor ( g eff ), the peak-to-peak linewidth in the derivative spectrum (DB), and the asymmetry ratio A = DB high /DB low . See Fig. 2a for a graphical depiction of these parameters. a These samples exhibited some FMR absorption at zero field, which complicates a precise characterization of DB low and, by implication, DB FWHM and A. To calculate DB low for these samples, we subtracted the zero-field absorption value in the derivative spectrum from all data points below B eff prior to integrating the spectrum.
b These two samples exhibited extreme zero-field absorption; no method will accurately measure the low-field linewidth and shape of such samples. Instead, for these samples, we calculated DB low in the same way as for the samples with no zero-field absorption. This will give a lower limit for DB low and therefore a lower limit for DB FWHM and an upper limit for A.
c This sample exhibited a single strong resonance line at g eff = 4.3 and a sextet of resonance lines centered at g eff = 2.0 from paramagnetic Fe 3 + and Mn 2 + , respectively. This paramagnetic resonance effectively obscures any underlying ferromagnetic signal. g eff >2.12, A>1, and only very weak low-field absorption peaks (see Fig. 2 of [41] ).
In fact, we know of no other published FMR spectra of stoichiometric magnetites which share any one of these properties, much less all three simultaneously (except for perhaps the report of ''magnetite-like'' phases with K 1 >0 in synthetic borosilicate glasses and simulated lunar glasses [41] ). Other cubic minerals, like high-Ti magnetite (Fe 3 À x Ti x O 4 with x>0.55), native iron, and cobalt-rich ferrites, have K 1 >0 such that A < 1 and g eff < 2 [42 -44] . However, our lowtemperature data (Fig. 1b,c) as well as numerous previous studies [12] conclusively show that magnetosomes are composed of nearly stoichiometric magnetite. That magnetotactic bacteria do not fit this rule suggests that their internal fields are not dominated by magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Unusual FMR signature of magnetotactic bacteria
Clearly, magnetotactic bacteria must have some other strong source of magnetic anisotropy. This additional anisotropy is unlikely to be magnetoelastic because pure magnetite's magnetoelastic anisotropy constant, although positive, is typically only f 20% of jK 1 j at room temperature [25] . Instead, we suggest that the unusual FMR spectra of magnetotactic bacteria results primarily from the alignment of the magnetosomes in chains. Because these magnetosomes are only separated by a few nm, they each should experience interaction fields approaching the orientation and intensity of that of a single, elongate SD crystal aligned in the same direction as the chain axis. In this approximation, magnetosome chains would be dominated by positive uniaxial shape anisotropy [25] . Previous data and modeling have shown that positive uniaxial materials have A < 1, g eff < 2.12, and can have low-field secondary absorption peaks if the anisotropy is sufficiently intense (see Supplementary Information).
Such a model is consistent with both previous electron holography studies of MS-1 [45, 46] , which show magnetic field lines being diverted away from the magnetocrystalline easy axis toward the magnetosome chain axis, and with hysteresis data [12] , which show that magnetosome chains have saturation remanence to saturation magnetization ratios of f 0.5. However, note that this uniaxial model must be only an approximation, because (a) the magnetosome chains are not single, elongate crystals, (b) magnetosome chains have much lower coercivities than acicular magnetite crystals with the same axial ratios [47] , and (c) the four species have linewidths equal to that expected for cylinders with width-to-length ratios ranging between 0.2 to 0.5 (using DB from Table 2 , Eq. (2) from our Supplementary Materials, and Eq. (3) from [48] ), somewhat larger than our actual magnetosome chain aspect ratios of f 0.05 -0.1. Related to the latter caveat, a single magnetite cylinder with an aspect ratio of 0.1 should achieve resonance at 500 mT (19 mT) when it is aligned perpendicular (parallel) to the applied field (using Eq. (1) of [38] and ellipsoid demagnetizing factors from [48] ), whereas the FMR spectra of our magnetosome samples extend from only f 200 to f 400 mT. We note also that at least for MV-1 and MC-1 (but not for the equant crystals in AMB-1 and MS-1), the shape anisotropy of the individual magnetosome crystals (which have an axis of elongation coincident with the chain axis) could also contribute to the FMR asymmetry.
With these caveats, we propose, following [49 -51] , that it is the magnetosome chains' uniaxial-like anisotropy that is responsible for their having A < 1 and g eff < 2.12. Following [50 -52] , we might also suggest that the chains' low-field ripple structure is a reflection of the large absolute magnitude of the chain's uniaxiallike anisotropy (see Supplementary Information) . The detailed differences between the computed FMR spectra of truly uniaxial materials [50, 51] and those of magnetotactic bacteria (Fig. 2) can be attributed to the fact that the latter are only approximately uniaxial. A more detailed description of the FMR properties expected for uniaxial materials can be found in the Supplementary Information. This proposition should be confirmed with direct micromagnetic modeling of magnetosome chains, perhaps beginning with a chain of spheres approximation [47] . As an empirical test, we measured the FMR properties of the Lysed AMB-1 (Fig. 2e) . The FMR spectrum was dramatically different than the whole cells, instead resembling that of the Chiton (Fig. 2i) and synthetic magnetites and maghemites (Fig. 2l-n) . The increase in DB and A after lysing is almost certainly a result of the strong, three-dimensional interactions resulting from the clumping of the magnetosomes following lysing. We also measured the FMR spectra of several powders of elongate maghe-mite and magnetite crystals that should have uniaxial shape anisotropy. Again, like for Lysed AMB-1, the strong magnetostatic interactions in these samples controlled the spectra such that is difficult to see the effects of the anisotropy fields of the individual crystals. Thus, we have not yet successfully measured the FMR properties of an isolated magnetosome nor an isolated crystal with uniaxial shape anisotropy. Nevertheless, the lysing experiment makes clear that the FMR spectra of magnetosomes are strongly influenced by the spatial positions of the crystals, such that chains (which contain one dimensional interactions along the chain axis) have a distinct signature from clumps (which have three-dimensional interactions).
Although we were unable to measure the FMR properties of non-interacting SD powders with uniaxial shape anisotropy, we did measure the FMR properties of weakly interacting SD crystallites that should be dominated by other forms of uniaxial anisotropy. For instance, natural hematites are almost always dominated by positive uniaxial magnetoelastic anisotropy, while concentrated powders of this mineral should not be dominated by interactions because hematite's M s is only 3 mT [25] . Therefore, from Eq. (4) in our Supplementary Information, we might expect hematite powders to have DB f several hundred mT and A < 1 (for a magnetostriction of k s = 8 Â 10 À 6 and internal stress of r = 10 -100 MPa as described in [25] ). Indeed, our SD hematite powder exhibits a weak uniaxial spectrum with A f 0.7 (Fig. 2q) . A second example might be goethite, which should be dominated by positive uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy [53] , although the precise value of K u is somewhat in dispute ( + 1-10 Â 10 5 [54] ). Two of our three goethite powders (Inorganic Goethite and Goethite TD) have A < 1 (e.g., Fig. 2r ), although their linewidths are much less broad than would be predicted by FMR theory. The third goethite sample (Goethite TD) has a broader linewidth and has A>1; the latter may be a result of the broadness of the linewidth (due to the fact that dI/dB is an odd function of B; see Supplementary Information) rather than a lack of uniaxial anisotropy.
FMR spectra of magnetites at 77 K
The 77 K spectra of all the SD and larger magnetitebearing samples have larger g eff , DB, and A than the room-temperature spectra. This includes the magnetotactic bacteria, for which the sense of spectral asymmetry actually reverses (e.g., A increases above 1) upon cooling to 77 K. We suggest that the changes in these parameters at 77 K are a reflection of magnetite's Verwey transition. At 77 K, magnetite will have monoclinic magnetocrystalline anisotropy with a hard axis energy >2.5 Â 10 5 J m À 3 [27, 55] , which corresponds to a bulk coercivity H c f 400 mT and linewidth DB a f 1000 mT (see Supplementary Information) . This exceeds the H c f 150 mT and linewidth DB u f 500 mT from the uniaxial shape anisotropy of elongate whisker magnetites at these temperatures and means that g eff and DB should increase below the Verwey transition for both shape-controlled as well as equant grains, as has been previously observed [56] . That monoclinic anisotropy has to good approximation an easy plain and therefore has an angular dependence very close to that of negative uniaxial anisotropy (compare Fig. 16 of [27] with Fig. 5 .10 of [57] ) can explain why A>1 for magnetite below the Verwey transition (see Supplementary Information).
Two rock magnetic tests for magnetosome chains
Our results demonstrate that magnetotactic bacteria have distinct rock magnetic properties by which they can identified. There are now two techniques that can be used to rapidly identify them in bulk samples: the Moskowitz test and ferromagnetic resonance. Both apparently are sensitive to the arrangement of magnetite crystals in linear chains. Although neither technique provides as definitive an identification as TEM, both are much less time-consuming than TEM and are sensitive to very low concentrations of magnetotactic bacteria in samples. They are therefore potentially powerful tools for rapidly screening large quantities of sediments for magnetotactic bacteria and magnetofossils. Any bulk sample with magnetic properties characteristic of chains can always be targeted with TEM for conclusive verification of the presence of magnetofossils. This may permit wide-ranging searches for magnetofossils in natural sediments.
Application to magnetofossil-bearing carbonates
As a sensitivity test, we measured the FMR absorption of three carbonate samples containing mag-netofossil chains confirmed by previous TEM and ARM studies. Their FMR spectra showed a sextet of narrow, paramagnetic resonance lines centered at 33 mT ( g eff = 2.0) characteristic of Mn 2 + in carbonate, superimposed on a broad, intense background absorption which we ascribe to the magnetite in these samples. The background absorption of one of the three samples-Clino 985V0W-has A < 1 and also has secondary absorption peaks on the low-field side of the peak absorption. The other two Clino samples had nearly symmetric lineshapes (A f 1.0). It is clear from the relatively narrow and symmetric lineshape centered near g = 2.12 that FMR successfully detected the presence of the fine-grained SD magnetites in all three samples. Furthermore, if the extended low-field absorption and secondary low-field peak in the Clino 985V0W spectrum is also from magnetite, then FMR also successfully identified magnetosome chains in Clino 985V0W.
The Moskowitz test was not able to detect magnetofossils in any of the three Clino samples nor on previously studied marine carbonate samples. In fact, we know of no published study in which the Moskowitz test has conclusively identified magnetofossil chains (e.g., found d FC /d ZFC >2) in natural sediments [34, 37, 58, 59 ]. This failure is at least partly the result of from the fact that the Verwey transition is easily suppressed in fine-grained magnetites after even slight surface oxidation that readily occurs in air at room temperature. A second difficulty is that the Verwey transition and the d FC /d ZFC ratio are also suppressed when magnetosome chains are mixed with other magnetites like non-SD magnetites, SD magnetites not in chains, and other ferromagnetic minerals [8] . The latter is exemplified by the Clino 993V1W sample, in which SP magnetites (that are responsible for the rise with decreasing temperature in their FC and ZFC moments) are ''washing out'' the Verwey transition at f 112 K.
Comparison of Moskowitz and FMR tests
From this perspective, FMR has several distinct advantages as a magnetofossil detector over the Moskowitz test. As demonstrated by its detection of the fine-grained magnetite in the Old MS-1 and the Clino samples, FMR is still sensitive to magnetosome chains which have surface oxidation rinds that make them otherwise undetectable with the Moskowitz test. Since all but the youngest magnetofossil chains tend to be maghemitized, this is a major advantage.
This points to another advantage: FMR should be able to identify chains of SD grains of a wide variety of minerals other than just magnetite. Any SD ferromagnetic mineral that is dominated by shape anisotropy for most aspect ratios would presumably have a much different FMR signature when arranged in linear chains (for which the FMR spectrum would have A < 1 and possibly secondary absorption peaks) than when not in chains (for which A would be larger and could even exceed 1 depending on the anisotropy of the individual magnetosomes). Although only magnetite-bearing magnetosomes have been identified so far in the fossil record (with the possible exception of [60] ), it is certain that bacteria with magnetosomes made of greigite [61] , or perhaps a diversity of other minerals, should be leaving fossils behind as well.
With a moment sensitivity of about 10 11 to 10 15 electron spins (10 À 12 to 10 À 8 A m 2 ) [62] , FMR spectrometers are comparable to that of the most sensitive low-temperature susceptometers like our superconducting MPMS (which has a sensitivity of f 10 À 9 to 10 À 10 A m 2 ) and superior compared to the more common vibrating sample magnetometers (which have sensitivities of f 10 À 9 to 10 À 8 A m 2 ). A recent study of marine carbonates [31] found that compared to the vibrating sample magnetometers, FMR could detect 100 times smaller concentrations of ferrimagnetic minerals and 105 times smaller concentrations of paramagnetic minerals.
Both the Moskowitz and FMR tests are less sensitive to magnetosome chains that are not in pure culture but rather mixed with a population of nonchain ferromagnetic crystals. Simulations by Moskowitz et al. [8] have shown that when chains are mixed with a volume fraction of only about >10% non-chain SD magnetites, >20% non-chain SP magnetites, or >30% non-chain MD magnetites, the d FC /d ZFC ratio of the assemblage is depressed below 2. The Moskowitz test would not definitively identify magnetofossil chains in mixed assemblages with non-chain magnetites above these abundances. We have conducted similar simulations to assess the sensitivity of FMR to mixed assemblages of chains and non-chain mag-netites (Fig. 4) . Because the FMR spectrum of a randomly oriented polycrystalline assemblage is a superposition of the FMR spectra of all the individual crystallites (assuming no magnetostatic interactions) [41, 44, 52] , it is straightforward to calculate the FMR spectrum of an assemblage of non-chain crystals with isolated chains using a linear mixing model. Prior to the summation, the spectra of each of the two end members are weighted according to their relative volume fraction in the assemblage. The results (Fig.  4) show that when magnetotactic bacteria are mixed with more than a few tens of percent (by weight or mass) non-chain magnetites, A rises above unity, g eff increases above 2.12, and the secondary absorption peaks at fields between f 200 and 300 mT disappear. This makes it moderately more effective than the Moskowitz test, which requires 70-90% of such an assemblage to be in chains.
With acquisition times of just 5 -10 min, roomtemperature FMR spectra are much faster to acquire than the low-temperature data for the Moskowitz test, which require at least several hours. Also, because they do not operate at liquid He temperatures, typical FMR spectrometers are much cheaper to operate than the MPMS used for the Moskowitz test. On the other hand, because the Moskowitz test senses the Verwey transition, it can readily distinguish magnetite from other ferromagnetic minerals that might have roomtemperature FMR spectra similar to magnetosome chains.
For instance, SD assemblages of minerals with positive uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy like goethite (dominated by magnetocrystalline anisotropy), hematite (dominated by magnetoelastic anisotropy), and cubic minerals with K 1 >0 like high-Ti magnetite also could have A < 1. Goethite and hematite in particular might complicate searches for ancient magnetofossils in weathered sediments, although the very weak magnetism of these phases Fig. 4 . Simulated FMR spectra of assemblages of magnetotactic bacteria (isolated magnetite chains) with non-chain magnetites. These were computed using a linear mixing model in which end member spectra from Fig. 2 were weighted according to the specified chain mass fraction in the assemblage: 100% magnetosome chains (black spectra), 91% chains (light blue spectra), 80% chains (dark blue spectra), 66% chains (grey spectra), 50% chains (pink spectra), 33% chains (orange spectra), 25% chains (brown spectra), 9% chains (dark green spectra), 0% chains (light green spectra). means that even small amounts of admixed magnetite would dominate the FMR spectra. Fortunately, the most commonly found alteration product of magnetofossils, maghemite, should not easily be mistaken for chains because SD maghemite has negative K 1 [25] (and so should have A>1). Also, our measurements on the oxidized magnetosome chains (Old MS-1) suggest that partly maghemitized magnetosomes may retain the characteristic A < 1 signature identified for unaltered chains. In any case, these and most other ''doppelganger'' minerals could still be easily distinguished from magnetosomes by taking FMR spectra in a continuous range of temperatures spanning the Verwey transition, across which the line shape and width would change discontinuously if magnetite were present [40] . Unfortunately, variable temperature FMR could not help in distinguishing magnetosome chains from elongate magnetites. This may be of concern because average rock magnetite has an elongation of 1.5:1 [25] and is dominated by positive uniaxial shape anisotropy). On the other hand, the latter axial ratios are 10 -100 times less than that of typical chains and, more importantly, their average size is in the PSD range; these two factors at least partly explain why our Kilauea basalt sample does not have a magnetotactic bacteria-like spectrum. In the end, we expect the most significant hindrance to using FMR as a magnetofossil detector will likely not be other ferromagnets but the overprinting of the FMR signal by resonance from common paramagnets like Mn 2 + or Fe 3 + (as demonstrated in Fig. 2h ,o).
Conclusions
1. The Moskowitz test uniquely identifies magnetotactic bacteria with intact chains, including the previously unmeasured bacterium AMB-1. 2. We provide experimental evidence that the Moskowitz test accomplishes this at least in part due to its sensitivity to the bacteria's magnetosome chain structure. 3. Four species of magnetotactic bacteria have FMR spectra distinct from all other samples in our study. 4 . We suggest that their unique spectra result from the magnetosome chain structure which effectively imparts a positive uniaxial anisotropy on each magnetosome.
5. Even partly oxidized magnetosome chains that are not detectable with the Moskowitz test can retain the FMR signature distinctive of pristine magnetotactic bacteria. 6. FMR may be a powerful tool for rapidly identifying magnetofossils of a wide variety of mineralogies in bulk sediments.
